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ABSTRACT: Fire frequencies are usually identified for plant communities with little regard to fine-scale 
(small geographical area) variation. Better knowledge is needed to manage fire in landscapes having 
fuels that vary in their propensity to bum, especially where the details of fire patterns are critical for 
sustaining specialized species. We quantified variations in fire frequency among patches of different 
vegetation within a 300-ha fire management unit dominated by pine flatwoods. We mapped each of the 
four fires that occurred between 1979 and 1998, and we mapped four vegetation patch types: oak scrub, 
mesic flatwoods, swale marsh, and forest. Significant differences in fire frequency occurred among 
patch types for each of four fires. Generally, oak scrub and forests burned less frequently than mesic 
flatwoods and marsh. Only 2% of the area did not bum during the study period; these unburned areas 
were located along human-created edges or within forests. The patterns produced by these fires were 
suitable for promoting the demographic success of a specialized species that is declining almost 
everywhere else. We conclude that understanding spatial variations in fire frequencies among patch 
types is important for sustaining suitable habitat structure for specialized plants and animals. 

Relaciones entre Frecuencia del Fuego y Tipo de Vegetaci6n en Bosques de 
Pinos de Florida Central, USA 

RESUMEN: La frecuencia del fuego esta usualmente identificada en comunidades vegetales con una 
variacion desde poca consideracion hasta escala fina (pequefias areas geograficas). Un mejor cono
cimiento es necesario para manejar el fuego en areas amp lias, existiendo combustibles que varfan en 
su propension a quemarse, especialmente donde los detalles de los patrones del fuego son crfticos para 
mantener especies especializadas. Cuantificamos las variaciones en la frecuencia del fuego entre 
parches de diferente vegetacion dentro de unidades de manejo de fuego de 300-ha dominadas por pinos. 
Mapeamos cada uno de los cuatro fuegos que ocurrieron entre 1979 y 1998, y mapeamos cuatro parches 
de tipos de vegetacion: roble, bosques humedos de pinos; humedales, y bosque. Diferencias significa
tivas en la frecuencia del fuego ocurrieron entre los tipos de parche en cada uno de los cuatro fuegos. 
Generalmente, el roble y el bosque se quemaron menos frecuentemente que en el bosque humedo de 
pinos y los humedales. Solo el 2% del area no se quemo durante el perfodo de estudio, estas areas no 
quemadas estuvieron localizadas a 10 largo de !imites creados por el hombre 0 dentro del bosque. Los 
patrones producidos por esos fuegos fueron aptos para promover el suceso demografico de una especie 
especializada que esta disminuyendo en casi todos los demas lugares. Concluimos que el entendimiento 
de variaciones espaciales en la frecuencia del fuego entre los tipos de parches es importante para 
mantener estructura de habitat para animales y plantas especializados. 

Index terms: fire frequency, fire management, pine flatwoods, Florida scrub-jay, scrub 

INTRODUCTION 

Fire, a major process shaping natural com
munities, often maintains habitat condi
tions needed for specialized species (Abra
hamson and Hartnett 1990, Myers 1990, 
Frost 1998). Natural fire regimes are no 
longer possible in many landscapes so that 
prescribed fire management is essential 
(e.g., Main and Menges 1997). Fire man
agement planning focuses on fire return 
intervals, which are usually different for 
each vegetation type (Main and Menges 
1997). Fire management units, however, 
often comprise different vegetation types 
distributed at scales that are finer than most 
fires and the home ranges of specialized 
animals (Myers 1990, Platt and Schwartz 
1990, Breininger et al. 1995, Smith et al. 

1997). Variations in fire patterns can pro
duce microhabitats needed by specialized 
species (Mushinsky and Gibson 1991. 
Lyon and Smith 2000). 

We investigated whether fire frequencies 
varied within a 300-ha landscape because 
of differences in the fine-scale heteroge
neity of dominant vegetation. We review 
the significance of fine-scale variations in 
fire frequencies to habitat specialists, which 
are important indicators of natural fire re
gimes (Frost 1998). We argue that general 
observations of fire patterns for plant com
munities are inadequate to describe spe
cific fire patterns within landscapes and 
that we need a quantitative understanding 
about how fires vary with vegetation type 
and environmental conditions. 
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We focused our studies on pine flat
woods-the once dominant land cover type 
that linked many southeastern U.S. plant 
communities (Abrahamson and Hartnett 
1990, Platt 1999). Although it is general 
knowledge that certain flatwoods vegeta
tion types bum more readily than others, 
no published studies have quantified how 
fires actually vary among types within land
scapes. Humans have been reducing fire 
frequencies by actively suppressing fires 
and fragmenting pine flatwoods for 60 
years (Platt et al. 1991, Main and Menges 
1997, Menges and Hawkes 1998, Duncan 
et al. 1999). Reductions in fire frequency 
have caused changes that negatively im
pact specialized species unique to south
eastern plant communities (Auffenberg and 
Franz 1982, Hawkes and Menges 1996). 
But simply reintroducing fire to these sys
tems does not always restore the condi
tions needed by specialized species 
(Schmalzer and Boyle 1998, Breininger et 
al. 1999). We use the Florida scrub-jay 
(Aphelocoma coerulescens Bosc) as an 
example of a specialized species because 
it is an indicator of habitat conditions and 
a flagship species for conservation 
(Hawkes and Menges 1996). It is common 
practice to sustain the general structure 
and composition of Florida habitats with
out maintaining the key features needed 
for the persistence of Florida scrub-jay 
populations (Breininger et al. 1998, 1999). 

BACKGROUND: LANDSCAPE 
HETEROGENEITY OF PINE 
FLATWOODS 

Pine flatwoods are often a mix of hydric, 
mesic, and xeric vegetation types that are 
sometimes considered separate communi
ty types (Abrahamson and Hartnett 1990, 
Myers 1990). Mesic flatwoods are domi
nated by shrubs (saw palmetto [Serenoa 
repens] , fetterbush [Lyonia lucida], gall
berry [!lex glabraD and grasses (e.g., wire
grass [Aristida beyrichiantl D (nomenclac:. -
ture follows Wunderlin 1998). Scrubby 
flatwoods are ecotona1 between oak scrub 
and mesic flatwoods communities and 
consist of plants from both communities 
(Schmalzer and Hinkle 1992, Menges and 
Hawkes 1998, Schmalzer et al. 1999). 
Xeric oak scrubs are dominated by scrub 
oaks (e.g., Quercus myrtifolia, Q. gemina-
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ta, Q. inopina, Q. chapmanii) (Myers 
1990). Oak scrub and scrubby flatwoods 
are not consistently mapped as separate 
communities, especially where the patch
es of scrub oaks are smaller than the min
imum mapping unit or are difficult to dis
tinguish on aerial photographs (Breininger 
et al. 1995). 

Mesic and scrubby flatwoods have an open 
canopy of pines, which can include 
longleaf pine (Pinus palustris), slash pine 

(P. elliottii), and pond pine (P. serotina), or 
sand pine (P. clasua). Except for sand pine, 
these pines are resilient to most fires. Sand 
pines are killed by fires but produce sero
tinous cones bearing seeds that genninate 
profusely after fires. It is difficult to apply 
fire frequency analysis techniques (i.e., 
Agee 1993) to pine flatwoods because the 
bark of these pines is resilient to fire and 
most areas have been timbered within the 
last 70 years. Oak scrub is usually referred 
to as "sand pine scrub" when it contains a 
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Figure 1. Distribution of patch types within the Tel 4 study site at Kennedy Space Center, Florida. 
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dense canopy of sand pine; this generally 
occurs in areas subject to less frequent 
fires. Many types of marshes (e.g., domi
nated by Spartina bakerii, Panicum ab
scissum, Andropogon spp., Calamovilfa 
curtissii) are embedded within pine flat
woods (Abrahamson and Hartnett 1990). 
Hardwood forests often replace marshes 
or flatwoods following reductions in the 
fire regime or changes in hydrology (Dun
can et al. 1999, Yahr et al. 2000). 

STUDY AREA 

The study was conducted at Tel-4 on 
Kennedy Space Center/Merritt Island Na
tional Wildlife Refuge, which is located 
along Florida's Atlantic coast, USA. The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 
manages areas not needed by the space 
program. The 300-ha study area is in a fire 
management unit mapped as pine flat
woods, or a mixture of oak scrub, scrubby 
flatwoods, mesic flatwoods, marshes, and 
forest, depending on the minimum map
ping unit and classification system. Objec
tives for burning this unit are to suppress 
all wildfires, if possible, and use prescribed 
fires to bum 40%-60% of the area every 
three to five years without specific objec
tives for any patch type (Adrian and Fari
nettii 1995). Prescribed fires are imple
mented using head fires produced by aerial 
ignitions distributed as a grid after down
wind fire lines are secured by backing 
fires. 

Topography ranges from 1 to 3 m in eleva
tion because of coastal processes that 
formed ridges and troughs. Oak scrub oc
curs on ridges, marshes occur in troughs, 
and mesic flatwoods occupy intermediate 
areas (Schmalzer and Hinkle 1992, Brein
inger et al. 1995, Duncan et al. 1999). One 
large oak scrub ridge forms an almost con
tinuous line from north to south in the 
western half of Tel 4 (Figure 1). Many 
smaller oak scrub ridges occur throughout 
the study site. The shrubs include those 
listed above, as well as Quercus inopina 
and Sabal etonia, which occur along the 
Lake Wales Ridge in central Florida but 
not along the Atlantic coast (Schmalzer et 
al. 1999). Mesic flatwoods dominate the 
site and usually have < 30% scrub oak 
cover (Duncan et al. 1995). Slash pine tree 
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canopy cover averages < 15%, except in 
forests. Forests are dominated by slash 
pine, live oak (Quercus virginiana), cab
bage palm (Sabal palmetto), red maple 
(Acer rubrum), Carolina willow (Salix 
caroliniana), and red bay (Persea borbon
ia). 

Analyses of aerial photographs showed 
that fires were common prior to 1958 and 
forests were rare (Duncan et al. 1999). 
Humans actively suppressed fires between 
1958 and 1978, causing many marshes 
and mesic flatwoods to be replaced by 
forests (Duncan et al. 1999). A 1978 wild
fire burned Tel 4 during this fire suppres
sion period. Although a program of pre
scribed fire began after 1978, the combined 
sequences of three prescribed fires failed 
to return all forested habitats to the origi
nal vegetation types comprising the site 
before active fire suppression (Duncan et 
al. 1999). 

METHODS 

We had previously mapped patches of 
homogenous vegetation > 20 m2 on 
1 :2,200-sca1e, color infrared, aerial photo
graphs (Duncan et al. 1999). Mapping in
cluded oak scrub (> 51 % scrub oak cover), 
mesic flatwoods (0%-50% scrub oak cov
er), swale marsh, forest (> 65% tree cano
py cover), ruderal grass, and other. Ruder
a1 grass referred to grassy areas maintained 
by frequent mowing. Other habitats in
cluded ditches, fire breaks, roads, and con
crete. 

We searched USFWS fire records and aerial 
photography records to identify all fires 
that occurred from 1979 until 2000. One 
wildfire burned most of Tel 4 prior to avail
able photography in 1979. However, the 
available 1979 photography was too late 
after the wildfire to clearly distinguish all 
fire boundaries. Three prescribed fires were 
conducted by the USFWS. We previously 
mapped a 1985 prescribed fire using aerial 
photographs and mapped a 1987 prescribed 
fire using Landsat Thematic Mapper im
agery (Duncan et al. 1995). In this study, 
we mapped a 1991 prescribed fire by screen 
digitizing from a 1992 scanned and regis
tered false color infrared aerial photograph 
using ARC/INFO (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute 1997). We eliminated 
the southeast comer of the study tract where 
we could not distinguish fire boundaries 
under the forest canopy. A severe wildfire 
burned Tel 4 and most adjacent areas in 
June ofl998. For the 1998 fire, we mapped 
unburned patches> 20 m2 in the field us
ing a Trimble Navigation Pathfinder Pro
fessional XL Global Positioning System 
Unit (GPS) (Trimble Navigation Limited 
1994). The GPS data were differentially 
corrected and exported into an ARC/INFO 
coverage. 

We overlaid 200 random points within the 
study area to test whether fire frequency 
and the extent of each fire varied signifi
cantly among patch types. We eliminated 
points that intersected human cultural fea
tures (i.e., houses, ruderal grass, roads) 
and points that were within 1 m of a bound
ary between vegetation types. We inter
sected the points with the vegetation cov
erage and the four fire maps to generate 
six variables and a point identification 
number. For each point, we recorded the 
patch type, whether the point was burned 
or unburned in each of four fires, and the 
number of times each point bumed. The 
four null hypotheses we tested were that 
the frequencies that points burned were 
independent of patch type separately for 
each of the four fires; a fifth null hypoth
esis was that the number of times points 
burned was independent of patch type. We 
tested these hypotheses using exact log
likelihood statistics (SPSS 1999). To de
scribe results, we divided the number of 
points burned by the total number of points 
for the category of interest. For example, 
we divided the number of points that oak 
patches burned during a particular fire by 
the total number of points within oak. We 
also divided the total number of points of 
all patches that did not bum by the total 
number of points to describe how much 
habitat did not burn in the four fires we 
studied. 

RESULTS 

All three prescribed fires occurred in win
ter during dry conditions. The 1998 wild
fire occurred in June during a drought. 
Less habitat area burned from three pre
scribed fires (53%-67%) compared to the 
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Table 1. Vegetation type and the number of points that burned in four fires, Kennedy Space 

I 

Center, Florida. 

Oak Mesic 
Fire Scrub Flatwoods 

(n = 30) (n= 87) 

1985 12 60 

1987 13 66 

1992 7 54 

1998 30 84 

DUnbumed 
l1li Burned 

Marsh Forest Likelihood 
(n =24) (n = 16) Ratio P 

23 10 2l.764 <0.001 

23 7 25.851 <0.001 

19 3 29.041 <0.001 

23 9 23.351 <0.001 

1998 

o I Kilometers 
~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ 

0.5 

Percent of 
All Points 

That Burned 

67 

69 

53 

93 

N 

~ 
Figure 2. Fire patterns at the Tel 4 study site at Kennedy Space Center, Florida. Four fires have occurred 
lat the site since 1979, and the resulting burned areas were mapped using aerial imagery and GPS 
:technology. 

1 
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wildfIre in 1998 (93%; Table 1; Figure 2). 
The null hypothesis that the frequencies of 
points that burned were independent of 
patch type was rejected for every fIre (P < 
0.001). Oak scrub and forests burned less 
frequently than mesic flatwoods and marsh 
in the prescribed fIres. Less than half of 
the oak scrub bUl'Iled in anyone prescribed 
fIre, but almost all burned during the 1998 
wildfIre. At least 62% of the mesic flat
woods burned in every fIre, and at least 
79% of the marshes burned in every fIre. 
Most areas that did not burn during the 
wildfIre included forest and ruderal edge 
habitats. 

The null hypothesis that fIre frequency 
was unrelated to patch type was rejected 
(Table 2). Seventy one percent of the study 
site burned in at least three of the four fIres 
(Table 2). Only 2% of the area did not burn 
during the study period and these areas 
were located along ruderal edges or within 
forests (Figure 3). Areas of mesic flat
woods or marsh that burned infrequently 
were adjacent or between oak scrub, rud
eral edges, or forests. Most marsh that did 
not bum during the 1998 fIre included the 
deepest marshes that had standing water 
during the fIre. Forests that burned fre
quently were along edges of swale marsh
es or mesic flatwoods, and many of these 
were small forest patches surrounded by 
mesic flatwoods or marshes. 

DISCUSSION 

We obtained direct quantitative data show
ing that vegetation patch type influenced 
fIre patterns within our study landscapes, 
and that these patterns were consistent with 
general observations concerning the pro
pensity of each plant cOlmnunity to burn. 
Patches of marsh and mesic flatwoods had 
greater propensities to burn than patches 
of oak scrub and forest. Wiregrass, gall
berry, saw palmetto, and pine needles have 
10ng~beenrecognizedf0r having the fuel 
structure and chemistry that gives mesic 
flatwoods a high propensity to burn 
(ShafIzadeh et aI., 1977, Myers 1990, Platt 
et aI. 1991, Platt 1999). Flatwoods marsh
es are also composed of species that burn 
readily, accumulate fuels faster than oak 
scrub, and are probably important for in
creasing fIre frequency in oak scrub and 
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Figure 3. Fire frequencies at the Tel 4 study site at Kennedy Space Center, Florida. Fire frequency 
patterns were produced by overlaying four maps that represented four separate fires. 

Table 2. The frequency with which vegetation types burned in four fires, Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida. 

Number of Times Oak Scrub 
a Point Burned (n = 30) 

o (never burned) 
1 9 

2 11 

3 9 

4 (burned in every fire) 

Likelihood ratio = 62.339, P < 0.001 
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Mesic Flatwoods 
(n = 87) 

3 
22 

27 

34 

Marsh 
(n = 24) 

1 

6 
17 

Forest 
(n= 16) 

2 

5 

5 

2 

2 

scrubby flatwoods (Myers 1990, Yahr el 
a1. 2000). 

We found that most mesic flatwood~ 
burned during every fire, which was con· 
sistent with the fire return interval of every 
1-8 years suggested for mesic flatwood~ 
(Florida Natural Areas Inventory 1990. 
Stout and Marion 1993, Main and Menge~ 
1997). Fire suppression longer than 1 C 
years might have been unusual in the evo
lutionary history of many flatwoods spe
cies and can produce pronounced change~ 
in community structure (Maliakal et a1 
2000). Periods of reduced fire frequency 
favor hardwood forests (Platt and Schwart2 
1990) that can replace the open canop) 
structure of pine flatwoods and their asso
ciated marshes within 20 years (Duncan el 
a1. 1999). Although many species require 
frequent fire, we know of no species thai 
require unburned flatwoods ( Speake et al 
1978, Means and Campbell 1981, Auffen· 
berg and Franz 1982, Layne 1990, Brein· 
inger and Smith 1992, Menges and Koh· 
feldt 1995, Hawkes and Menges 1996 
Menges and Hawkes 1998). 

We found that forests had the lowest pro· 
pensity to burn, as previously observec 
(Platt and Schwartz 1990). Almost no oa~ 
scrub remained unburned during the 20· 
year study period. This is beneficial tc 
Florida scrub-jays, which experience pOOl 
demographic success in areas that are un· 
burned for 20 years or longer (Woolfen· 
den and Fitzpatrick 1984, Breininger et al 
1998). Fire return intervals for scrubb) 
flatwoods are approximately every 5-2{ 
years (Menges and Hawkes 1998). Peri 
ods of greater than 20 years without fin 
often result in a vegetation structure that i~ 

difficult or impossible to reverse by onl) 
prescribed fire (Schmalzer and Boyle 1998 
Duncan et a1. 1999). Florida scrub-ja) 
popUlations declined after the extensive 
1998 wildfire but gradually recovered a~ 
oaks recovered (Breininger and Odd) 
200 I). Although we could not map all fin 
boundaries of the 1979 fire, we could es· 
tablish that the fire burned most of the 
study site. Extensive fires occurring onc( 
every 20 years might be useful because 
they tend to bum nearly all areas, includ· 
ing those resilient to fire. 
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I 
IWe found that almost half the oak scrub 
fumed during each prescribed fire and 
that 30% of the oak scrub burned three to 
!four times during the 20-year study. These 
~equent fires explain why open sandy ar
bas were common among scrub oaks at Tel 

(Duncan et a1. 1999). Open sandy areas 
re important microhabitats for Florida 
crub-jays (Woolfenden and Fitzpatrick 

1984, Breininger et a1. 1995) and many 
pecialized plants (Menges and Hawkes 

1998). Most open sandy areas do not per
ist in scrubby flatwoods for more than a 
ew years after fire (Schmalzer and Hinkle 

1992, Hawkes and Menges 1996). Fre
r.uent fires that originate in mesic flat
:Woods or marshes and bum into oak scrub 
epresent one mechanism to retain open 
andy areas. Although we know of no 

I ublished empirical data, conventional 
isdom holds that natural fires frequently 
ccur within Florida landscapes but that 

fires often bum out upon entering oak 
crub, where flammability is lower (Web

, er 1935, Myers 1990). 

I~ ombined with meteorological factors, 
tlifferences in the propensity to burn among 
atch types help explain why fires often 
urned as mosaics. The Tel 4 site is one of 
he few study sites where we have ob
erved that Florida scrub-jay demographic 
uccess is usually good enough for long
enn population persistence (Breininger 
nd Oddy 2001). Each prescribed fire 
Ul'lled much of the mah'ix surrounding 
he oak scrub and burned far enough into 
he scrub to generate openings, but not so 

uch that patches of oak scrub at optimal 
eight were eliminated. Mosaic fires are 
eeded to sustain Florida scrub-jay popu
ations, but arbitrmy mosaics from repeat-
d prescribed fires often result in marginal 
abitat conditions that do not sustain pop
lations (Breininger et a1. 1998, 1999). 

~
once Florida scrub-jays become breeders, 
hey normally spend their entire lives in 
ne territory, averaging 1 0 hain size (Wool~ 

fenden and Fitzpatrick 1984, Breininger et 
1. 1995). Demographic success at Tel 4 is 
est where each territory has a hectare of 
ak scrub 120-170 cm tall scattered among 
hort scrub that has many open sandy ar
as from recent fires (Breininger and Oddy 
001). Oaks that are 120-170 cm tall usu
lly have been unburned for 10 years but 
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not as long as 20 years (Duncan et al. 
1995). Long-term scrub-jay population 
persistence requires that there are enough 
optimal territorIes that produce enough re
cruits to offset population losses in subop
timal territories (Breininger and Oddy 
2001). 

Many declining plant and animal popula
tions are small and fragmented and will 
not persist without the development of spe
cific management practices (Auffenberg 
and Franz 1982, Quintana-Ascencio and 
Menges 1996, Breininger et a1. 1999). Our 
study showed that fire patterns are influ
enced by vegetation composition and that 
these variations are relevant for special
ized species. Our study had many limita
tions regarding temporal duration and spa
tial scale because fires are variable 
processes influenced by many factors re
lated to environmental conditions and pre
scribed fire techniques (Rothennal 1983, 
Dye 1991). Despite these limitations, cher
ished beliefs and general observations 
about the influence of vegetation compo
sition on fire patterns need to be quantified 
within landscapes (Lyon et a1. 2000). For 
example, wildfires occur under a wide 
range of meteorological conditions, includ
ing conditions that do not favor the spread
ing of flames across large areas and condi
tions that are too dry and dangerous for 
prescribed fire (Robbins and Myers 1992). 
More studies are needed that quantify dif
ferences in fire patterns associated with a 
wider range of seasons, meteorology, and 
landscapes that have different arrange
ments of fire frequencies, seasonal fire 
patterns, and vegetation. Although there 
were no objectives for burning a particular 
patch type more extensively than another 
during our study, fire managers might have 
more specific objectives. These types of 
studies are still relevant for determining 
whether it is possible to bum certain patch 
types at greater or lesser frequencies than 
expected. ---- - -- --- -------
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